Rules
Snakez

Snakez is a quick fun guessing game that’s ideal for children starting out with numbers
Aim of the game: To create the longest snake
Players: Can be played by 1 to 6 people
Starting the game: Each player takes a complete set of Bugz and randomly places them, Bug face up,
touching each other in a connected line. Each player flips over the first Bug in their line and the player with the
highest number goes first.

Playing the Game: On your turn, guess whether the next Bug in your line is higher or lower than the previous
one. Once you have shouted out your guess, flip it over and if your guess is correct, it adds to your snake and
you carry on to guess the next Bug – and continue until you guess incorrectly. As soon as you guess
incorrectly, your turn ends - count the number of correctly turned Bugz in your snake and move them to one
side. Play moves onto the next player.
On your next turn attempt to create a new snake (starting from the last Bug you turned) - that you hope to
grow longer than your existing ones. Only your longest snake counts. A PLYT Bug is either 13 or 1 but you
have to state which number you are using.
Tip: To help very young players – take a spare set of Bugz, turn them number face up and put them in order
from 1 to 12 as a reference number line.
Winning the game: When all the Bugz have been turned, the player with the longest snake wins the game.
Alternative version: Instead of a snake for each player, create one long snake of randomly mixed Bugz, for
all players to take turns on. Players keep all correctly guessed Bugz and the winner is the player who has
collected the most Bugz when the long snake has gone.
Please also find videos on www.plyt.co.uk for how to play

